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SUBJECT: Keeping of Egg Laying Hens 

ORIGIN: Andrew Brouwer, Director, Legislative Services/Town Clerk & Licensing Officer 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

THAT Corporate Services Report - Legislative Services 2013-38 dated September 11, 2013 
regarding "Keeping of Hens" be received and that Council adopt either Option A or Bas 
outlined in the report: 

Option A 
1. 	 That the Town of Newmarket continue to prohibit the keeping of chickens (including egg 

laying hens) as provided for in the Animal Control By-law (By-law 2008-61). 

Option B 
2. 	 That staff be directed to prepare the appropriate best practice regulations to allow for 

and regulate the keeping of egg laying hens in the Town of Newmarket for a trial period 
of one (1) year, following input by the public for consideration at a future Committee of 
the Whole meeting. 

COMMENTS 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to provide background information about the keeping of chickens 
(including hens) and to seek direction with respect to the regulating hens in the Town of 
Newmarket. 

Background 
On October 9, 2012 Committee of the Whole received a PowerPoint presentation from Mr. Marc 
Mantha regarding egg laying hens in the Town (see Appendix A). Mr. Mantha's presentation 
included a guide to create a supporting by-law allowing households to keep three egg laying hens. 
Mr. Mantha prepared a follow-up presentation at the March 26, 2013 Committee of the Whole 
meeting (see Appendix B). 

The Town's Animal Control By-Jaw (By-law 2008-61) prohibits the keeping of some types of birds 
either on a temporary or permanent basis, including pheasants, grouse, guinea fowls, turkeys, 
chickens, and pea fouls. 
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A number of municipalities in Ontario have recently considered allowing a small number of egg 
laying hens in residential areas. The municipalities of Hamilton, St. Catharines, Toronto and 
Waterloo decided against permitting residents to keep egg laying hens in residential areas. Other 
Canadian municipalities including Brampton, Guelph, Kingston, Nelson, BC, Niagara Falls, Quinte
West, ON, Saanich, BC, Surrey, BC, Vancouver, BC and Victoria, BC decided to allow egg laying 
hens in residential areas. 

As requested by Council, staff have undertaken background research, including information 
gathered from other municipalities, literature prepared by public health authorities and information 
provided by Mr. Mantha in his deputations. Staff also consulted with the Environmental Advisory 
Committee, which did not take a position on the issue. 

Although not exhaustive, the following sections highlight key considerations related to the keeping 
of hens in residential areas. 

Potential Benefits 
• 	 Access to fresh eggs; 
• 	 Control of hen diet and upkeep; 
• 	 Provides for an alternative to farm produced eggs; 
• 	 Supports a local food diet. The Town has received correspondence from the York Region 

Food Network indicating support for allowing/regulating egg laying hens; 
• 	 Reduced carbon emissions associated with transporting eggs and hens; 
• 	 Possible reduction of municipal solid waste through consumption of table scraps and other 

organic waste by hens; and 
• 	 Companionship. 

Potential Concerns 
• 	 Public health; 
• 	 Nuisance, including odour, pests and noise; and, 
• 	 Animal welfare. 

Public Health 
Research suggests that public health concerns associated with backyard chickens are similar to 
those resulting from the keeping of domestic animals such as dogs and cats. Proper hygiene 
including hand washing, maintaining and regularly cleaning chicken coops have shown to significantly 
mitigate the risk of transmitting and acquiring diseases commonly found in chickens. 

Chicken-keeping public health concerns often result from: 
• 	 Improper disposal of dead birds ( especially if a bird has a contagious disease); 
• 	 Improper management of bird feces, litter disposal and general backyard operations; and, 
• 	 Improper food safety including egg handling or home slaughtering techniques. 

Common bacteria present with improper chicken and egg handling, care and disposal include 
salmonella, campylobacter, yersinia and listeria. The risk of infections from exposure to these 
bacteria, particularly salmonella, is especially high for young children, the elderly, pregnant women 
and people with weakened immune systems. Chickens can be infected through contact with 
livestock, waterfowl and wild/domestic animals and may not show symptoms of disease. 
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Risk of pathogen transmission is present, but can be mitigated with proper housing and hygiene when 

handling chickens and eggs. According to research, the risk of avian influenza development is not 

appreciably increased by backyard hens. 


Some protocols recommended by B.C. Interior Health's Public Health sectors include: 
• 	 Mandatory chicken enclosures and construction standards; 
• 	 Limiting the number of birds per household; 
• 	 Prohibiting the mix of commercial poultry and egg laying hens; 
• 	 Establishing minimum feed control practices and enclosure cleaning practices; 
• 	 Outlining safe disposal of waste (feed, feces and chicken carcasses); 
• 	 Limiting egg distribution to personal use; 
• 	 Prohibiting home-based slaughter of chickens; and, 
• 	 Prohibiting sale of chicken meat. 

The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency have 

prepared recommendations related to preventing and detecting disease in chickens kept in residential 

areas: 


1. 	 Prevent contact with wild birds and other animals; 
2. 	 Eliminating the risk of disease spread by routinely cleaning coops, gardening tools, and water 


and feed containers; 

3. 	 Contacting a veterinarian or a local office of the Canadian Food Inspection Agency where illness 


is suspected; 

4. 	 Limit exposure to visitors; and, 
5. 	 New chickens should be physically segregated and monitored for at least thirty days before being 


introduced to other chickens. 


Nuisances 

Noise 
Residents have raised concerns that chickens introduced into residential areas may create noise 
nuisances. Research indicated that it is unlikely that hens (female chickens) will become a significant 
nuisance as noise is relatively quiet and sporadic. Egg laying hens produce a variety of vocalizations, 
none of which are very loud. In an investigation conducted by staff from the City of Pleasanton, 
California noise readings of a "squawking" hen registered at 63 decibels at two feet away and would 
not register at nine feet away. The average human conversation registers at about 60 decibels, and a 
barking dog can be as loud as 100 decibels. A crowing rooster (male chicken) can reach decibel 
levels of 85-90, and for this reason some municipalities prohibit the keeping of roosters. 

Guidelines that provide setbacks and other measures to ensure sufficient separation between hen 
enclosures and neighbouring properties may also assist to mitigate the risk of creating a noise 
nuisance. 

Odour 
Unpleasant odours from accumulation of manure and/or food scraps can result if chicken enclosures 
are infrequently cleaned and food is left in pens. While chickens produce only a few tablespoons of 
manure per day, accumulations of manure can produce ammonia, which is both harmful for chickens 
and unpleasant for others. 
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It is recommended that manure and scraps be removed at least weekly, and preferably daily. 
Requiring enclosures to be maintained in sanitary condition and free from offensive smells should 
diminish the possibility that odour will become a nuisance. 

Pests 
Hen enclosures can attract unwanted animals, including rodents seeking food scraps, and larger 
animals, such as raccoons, foxes, skunks, and coyotes, seeking eggs or a chicken for consumption. 

The risk of attracting pests can be addressed by taking necessary precautions. 

• 	 Rodents are not attracted to chickens; they are attracted to chicken feed and other food scraps. 
Ensuring that all chicken feed is stored in a closed container inaccessible to other animals is an 
effective means to address the potential problem of rodents. 

• 	 Hen enclosures should be constructed to prevent access to the enclosure by any other bird or 
animal. Owners should be required to keep hens, as well as their food and water, in the coop 
between sunset and sunrise, and that the coop remains locked during that time. 

Animal Welfare 

Hens need shelter, food, water, adequate space, environmental conditions conducive to good health 
and the opportunity to socialize and engage in fundamental behaviours. There are several animal 
welfare concerns that can be addressed through appropriate guidelines for care. 

Housing requirements 
• 	 City of Vancouver recommended a minimum space requirement of 0.37m2 

( 4ft2) of coops 
space and 0.922 (1 O ft2) of outdoor enclosure in order to provide adequate space for hens; 
and, 

• 	 A nest box, to provide for the need for seclusion during egg-laying, and one (greater than 
15cm2 ) perch per bird, to allow for hens to engage in roosting. 

Euthanasia 
• 	 Urban backyard hens typically live up to 4 of 5 years; 
• 	 The municipalities of St. John, NB and Vancouver, BC both provide restrictions for euthanizing 

backyard hens. At the end of their lives, hens may be euthanized by a veterinarian, or taken to 
a farm or abattoir for slaughtering; 

• 	 The City of Niagara Falls, ON specifies that chicken carcasses must be disposed of within 24 
hours; and 

• 	 Slaughtering or attempts at euthanasia by those who keep hens should be prohibited as 
slaughtering by untrained individuals can result in unnecessary suffering. 

Abandonment 
• 	 Inexperienced hen owners may not anticipate the large responsibility that may be involved in 

raising hens. Concerns have been raised that this may result in an influx of abandoned hens 
at animal shelters; and, 

• 	 A restriction on hens younger than four months is intended to reduce the impulse purchasing 
of chicks and subsequent abandoning of "no-longer-cute" hens. 

any municipalities permitting egg laying hens have only done so within recent years, so staff were 
nable to identify a documented history of abandoned hens at animal shelters. Currently, the Town's 

M
u
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contract with the Town of Georgina for animal shelter services does not include provisions addressing 
abandoned chickens; however, the shelter indicated that it does not have the facilities to provide for 
upkeep of abandoned chickens. The Town of Georgina animal shelter would be required to contract 
care of abandoned chickens to a third party (likely a local farm or other facility). Costs for such 
upkeep would be charged to the Town of Newmarket. The Town of Georgina was unable to 
determine a cost for contracted services associated with abandoned chickens at the present time. 

Town of Newmarket Enforcement History 

Over the past year, the Town's Customer Service Center received four complaints regarding 
backyard chickens at four separate addresses. Complaints were investigated and Orders were 
issued to remove the chickens in accordance with the Animal Control By-law. Compliance was 
achieved with all four Orders issued. 

Complaint history reveals that concerns raised by complainants related to the presence of 
chickens generally, as well as odour. 

Regulatory Options 

Staff propose that the Town has two practical options for the regulation of egg laying hens: 

Option A: Prohibit Chickens (Hens and Roosters) 
Option A provides that the Town continue to prohibit chickens (both hens and roosters) in the Town of 
Newmarket. No changes are required to the Animal Control By-law (By-law 2008-61 ). 

Option 8: Regulate Egg Laying Hens 
Option B provides that egg laying hens (female, egg bearing chickens) would be permitted and 
regulated in the Town of Newmarket through By-law 2008-61 and/or a separate regulatory by-law. 
Male chickens (roosters) and the remaining species of birds currently prohibited through By-law 2008
61 would continue to be prohibited. 

Staff will be required to develop regulations which provide for best-practice standards for the keeping 
of egg laying hens, including the number of hens permitted to be kept, care and control standards for 
hens and their eggs over their lifetime and enciosure construction and placement standards among 
other things. 

Some municipalities have created a registry system whereby owners of egg laying hens register their 
property as having egg laying hens annually or bi-annually. Staff do not recommend this model given 
the additional administrative burden associated with managing a registry. 

Should Council wish to proceed with Option B, staff recommend that public consultation be 
undertaken to seek input on applicable regulations prior to consideration at a future Committee of the 
Whole meeting. A consultation plan has not been developed, but could take the form of online input, a 
public information meeting and input from the public at the Farmer's Market. Staff would be required 
to further examine impacts related to the Town's contract with the Town of Georgina animal shelter. 

It is also recommended that should Council wish to allow for and regulate egg laying hens, it do so on 
a trial basis of one year, to allow for staff to evaluate the effectiveness of the regulations and 
enforcement model. Following the passage of the regulations, outreach and education would be 
required to inform the public about the Town's standards established for egg laying hens. 
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BUSINESS PLAN AND STRATEGIC PLAN LINKAGES 

This report relates to the Well-equipped and Managed link of the Town's Community Vision 
implementing policy and processes that reflect sound and accountable governance. 

CONSULTATION 

Staff have consulted with York Region Community and Health Services Public Health Branch, the 
York Region Food Network and the Town's Environment Advisory Committee. Staff have also 
referred to the materials provided by Mr. Mantha in his deputations to Committee of the Whole. 

HUMAN RESOURCE CONSIDERATIONS 

It is unknown how the introduction of new regulations related to egg laying hens will impact on 
enforcement-specific activity as this may depend on the number of residents who currently or plan 
to keep egg laying hens. Any new regulatory by-law would require additional staff time above and 
beyond existing priorities, which have recently included an enhanced focus on accessory dwelling 
unit enforcement and a comprehensive review of the Town's sign by-law. A year long trial period 
would assist to assess the effectiveness of a regulatory by-law and evaluate the impact on 
enforcement resources. 

Existing staff resources would be required to provide initial and then periodic outreach and 
education related to the regulations, which could be undertaken in partnership with community 
organizations and ratepayer groups. 

BUDGET IMPACT 

Staff will be required to further review and advise Council on any budget impacts related to the Town's 
current contract with the Town of Georgina animal shelter to address the potential of abandoned hens, 
which is anticipated to be the most substantive budget impact. Outreach and education required as 
part of the implementation of the regulations has not been currently accounted for in the 2014 Budget, 
and would require further review, although such costs are expected to be nominal. 
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CONTACT 

For more information on this report, contact Florence DiPassio, Licensing Officer, 905-953-5300, 
extension 2206 or via email at fdipassio@newmarket.ca. 

~,tr---......... ~~~~~ 

Florence DiPassio, Licensing Officer 

Andrew Brouwer, Director, Legislative Services/ Town Clerk 

Anita Moore, Commissioner of Corporate Services 

mailto:fdipassio@newmarket.ca


Urban Hens in the  
Town of Newmarket 
A guide to create a supporting bylaw allowing households to 
keep 3 egg laying hens for fresh, nutritious eggs. 

   
  

 
 

 
   

  
  
 

 
 



Why is the hen trend growing? 
Because cities have been consistently successful 
 

 Once it’s understood that the risks of noise, smell and disease are issues of 
farm production, a few urban hens in backyards pose no nuisance or 
significant risks to the health and welfare of the community. 

   

 Canadian Cities such as Vancouver, Victoria, Saanich, Nelson, Guelph, 
Niagara, Brampton, Surrey, Kingston, Quinte West and many more allow 
urban hens. (Some simply do not prohibit hens, while other set aside 
regulations) 

 

 In the USA the trend grows too. Chicago, New York, Seattle, Los Angeles, 
Washington, Miami, Atlanta, Boston, Las Vegas, Cleveland and several 
thousands more. 

Overall, cities everywhere consistently report few and most 
often no complaints. 



Why do people raise hens in the city? 
 Sensible Home Ecology. People will raise urban hens because it’s a way 

to close the loop on their home-ecology. They garden, they eat their 
produce and they compost. This is a way to get great protein into the 
cycle, enhance composting and to fertilize the garden with nutrient rich 
fertilizer.  

 Hens Are Remarkable Eco-Pets. Hens eat kitchen scraps reducing 
municipal waste burden. One hen can go through 9 pounds food waste 
each month. Eco-sensible and easy upkeep. 

 To Save Money. Saves between $1/doz and $4/doz. A savings of twenty 
or thirty dollars a month means a lot to a family that has to stretch their 
money. Backyard hens provide an affordable, healthy and dependable 
source of protein. 

 Quality. Some will raise urban hens because they want to bake with eggs 
that will make a soufflé that is airy and light from the protein-rich egg 
whites, or pasta noodles that are orange and rich-flavoured from the 
carotene-rich yolks. No antibiotics, hormone free, more nutritious than 
store bought. 

 For Ethical Reasons. Backyard hens allow people to opt out of factory 
production for healthier more nutritious eggs. 

 

 

 



What’s the framework for the 
Town of Newmarket? 

 Existing bylaws. Current bylaws cover noise, smell, 
property upkeep and cruelty to animals in the Town 
of Newmarket. 

 The Town of Newmarket might choose to cover the 
following commonly used guidelines regarding egg 
laying hens. ..  

 



 Maximum 3 egg laying hens per household 
 No Roosters (Hens do not “cock-a-doodle-doo!”) 
 No hens for meat 
 An enclosure of 10 square feet per hen (about 6 X 6 fee - 

the enclosure has netting or wire on top 
 Coop 3 m from windows and doors of dwellings 
 Coop or enclosure never attached to a shared fence 
 Hens are secured inside a vented coop from sunset to 

sunrise (about 4 square feet is needed for 3 hens) 
 15cm perch for each hen and one nest box 
 Feed dish is kept in coop at night   
 Proper end-of-life disposal  
 No sales of eggs 
 Waste removed & or composted in timely manner  



Examples of Urban Chicken Coops 



Summary 
 Affordable, antibiotic and hormone free eco-pets that provide high 

quality food and hens close the home eco-loop by reducing green 
waste and producing valuable fertilizer for composting 

 A few egg laying hens at any given household is safe and has value 

 Noise, smell and disease are problems of factory and farm 
production and have never been related to a few easy to maintain 
urban hens in a backyard 

 Cities across North America allowing egg laying hens report few and 
often no complaints – no stress or added costs to bylaw enforcement 

 Integration into urban cities across Canada are consistently 
successful 

 Community safety and welfare are unaffected 



Summary and resources 
 Nutritional Information Click Here 

 General Information about Urban Egg Laying Hens Click Here 

 Common Concerns are addressed Click Here 

 For more general information see Newmarket Chicken Boosters 

 Once it’s understood that the risks of noise, 
smell and disease are issues of factory or 
farm production, a few urban hens in 
backyards pose no nuisance or risks to the 
health and welfare of the community. 
 
Cities integrating urban hens have been 
consistently successful. 

 

 

 

 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact Marc Mantha 905-953-1177 or 
info@marcmantha.com 

 

 

 

http://therealdotin.com/chickenbooster/healthy-choice/
http://therealdotin.com/chickenbooster/hen-iq/
http://therealdotin.com/chickenbooster/ease-concerns/
http://therealdotin.com/chickenbooster/
mailto:info@marcmantha.com


It’s just an eggcellent idea. 

Copyright 2012 Marc Mantha 



Backyard hens are nothing new. They’re here 
now. Others are waiting for the prohibition to 
be lifted.

Hens fit in just fine.

Average 5 complaints per year, per 100,000 residents. 
(More details inside). 

“

Newmarket March 2013

Backyard Hens Report 1
Is backyard hen prohibition outdated?

Research & information on community impact of backyard hens 



Introduction
Chickens don’t belong in Newmarket.

That was pretty much my position.

I’ve spent two years researching why it is that cities keep moving towards allowing hens in backyards. They belong 
in the country on farms. They’re noisy, they smell and spread disease. They attract predators and pest. And it’s true  
that these are farm related issues.

Once the risks are put into the context of a few hens in a backyard, everything changes.

A segment of your community wants to raise a few hens in their backyards for fresh eggs. It’s being done now, 
quietly, safely. The rest are waiting for the prohibition to be lifted.

We live in a busy and distracted world. I hope you’ll take a few minutes to read through
the following 6 pages.  This can be a great leadership feather in the community cap.  

You might reconsider what you believe. Then again, you might already be on trend. 

Backyard hens aren’t scary.

Best regards,

Marc Mantha

 

A child,
in a backyard,
with a chicken,
in Newmarket.
Everyone in the neighborhood knew.
No one was bothered by noise.
No one was bothered by smell.
Lot’s of questions, no complaints.



In 2010 Kingston Urban Agriculture contacted staff from 15 municipalities that allow urban 
hens in Canada and the USA and all report low bylaw enforcement complaint rates.

Average 5 complaints per year, per 100,000 residents. 
By comparison, there were 447 dog related complaints in Kingston in the previous year. The municipalities polled 
opinions were, “like any pets”, hens require time, energy and care. Of the Municipalities polled, this includes 3 Ontario 
municipalities.  

NEAC Concerns Addressed

Hens get Diseases - So why do Canadian cities allow egg laying hens?

A personal experience was shared after the presentation about the concern with disease, regarding a 1,000 hen commercial 
farming operation where a batch of chicks died from disease. 

Commercial producers know of and have always been challenged by disease, because of “density”. Diseases are more likely 
to be harbored in animal feed operations due to their size and conditions.  Antibiotics are used to prevent financial losses or 
being ordered to destroy an entire flock.

Backyards are a healthier environment. Feeds with antibiotics are not required. The greater risks that come with “density” and 
commercial scale aren’t there.  Urban hens, like a dog, cat or human, can get disease too. The risks with backyard 
hens is no greater. When the context of the risk is explained, people can make a better decision on their position.

Hens attract Predators right?
Animals are attracted to cities mainly because of all the waste we create.  Compost, cats , dogs and hens are attractive 
too.  It was asked if the city could be liable if someone’s hens were destroyed by predators.  Wouldn’t it be the same 
liability (if any) if someone’s dog or cat was destroyed? Coyote attacks on dogs and cats in Toronto were again 
reported on a national news broadcast (CTV) February 25, 2013. No extraordinary circumstances related to 
backyard hens have been reported by cities that allow backyard hens, although we can speculate it can or has happened.

Concerns raised after 
presentation by Marc Mantha 
to NEAC  “Newmarket 
Environmental Advisory 
Committee”, February 6, 2013



NEAC Concerns Addressed (Cont’d)

Resources - No stress on bylaw enforcement.
Other cities polled reported no added costs to bylaw enforcement. Complaints rates are low. 

In 2010 Kingston Urban Agriculture contacted staff from 15 municipalities that allow urban hens in Canada and the USA, and 
all report low bylaw enforcement complaint rates: 

Average of 5 complaints per year, per 100,000 residents. 
Of the Municipalities polled, this includes 3 Ontario municipalities.

Hens cause Property Devaluation
Some evidence related to commercial operations, but not backyard hens.

Should Hens be Registered?
Some municipalities require registration, some don’t.  Those with out registration use community self monitoring to alert the 
city if a problem arises like we do for barking dogs, roaming cats, poor property upkeep and other issues.

Community self monitoring is economical and might be sufficient given the low complaint rates reported in cities that allow 
urban hens. Simple registration online is also a resource thrifty option.

Is a Backyard Hen Coop an Out Building? What is it exactly?
Someone stated that a hen coop and enclosure is an Out Building. On a farm perhaps. The typical urban coop for 3 hens is 
a small vented box, about the size of a dog house. The enclosure is about 30 square feet (about 6X6 feet),  a frame with cage 
wire.  It’s not a barn.

Imagine a dog house inside of a simple enclosure covered with cage wire. One coop for 3 hens and enclosure is about the 
same.

Urban hen coops as described likely fit the Accessory Building category and do not require permits. This has been verified 
with the Town of Newmarket. 

Good Hen Keepers, Bad Hen Keepers
Good dog owners, bad dog owners - Good property keepers, bad property keepers - etc.

Backyard hens pose no greater risks to health and safety then the pets we manage and care for now.  All pets require time 
for care and responsible upkeep. Roosters are not allowed in the city. Hens do not Cock-a-doddle-doo.

Raccoons can tear through chicken wire.
Urban coop designs (the box they sleep in) are locked after sunset. Raccoons might breach the wire enclosure, but not likely 
the coop.  In the event backyard hens are attacked, replacement cost is about $30. A commercial operation breach can be a 
costly mess, a few backyard hens is a quick clean up. Uncommon but could happen. 



Factory and Farm Production Backyard Hens

•	 Commercial Buildings and Structures housing a thousand •	 “Urban” coop for 3 hens with enclosure does not require 
or more hens are not appropriate in the city scape. city building permits. Imagine something like a dog house 

inside a wired enclosure.  Small, simple.

•	 Commercial producers know diseases are more likely to •	 The backyard environment is open and healthier. 
be harbored in animal feeding operations due to their size Evidence is in current successful urban hen raising 
and conditions. A problem known as “density”.  Regulated practices across North America.
for public safety.

•	 Antibiotics are used in commercial production to prevent •	 Backyard hens do not require antibiotics in the feed. Eggs 
diseases related to density and scale of operations. Eggs promote healthy immune system and other well studied 
diminish human response to antibiotics. health benefits.

•	 The scale of commercial operations can be noisy and •	 Studied, a few hens produce the same average dba of a 
smelly and need to be in zoned areas for public safety, human conversation (around 60 to 65dba). A dog barking 
health and welfare. averages 100dba.  Maintained like a dog, smell is easily 

managed. Compost and green bins are smellier.

•	 When disease is detected, the operator can be ordered •	 If disease does occur, the loss is about $30 dollars. Treat 
to destroy the entire flock with devastating financial as solid waste, bury, veterinarian. Newmarket has no 
consequence. The purging involves handling large regulation on pet disposal.  We trust people will act 
volumes of biological matter. responsibly instead of regulating.

Understand why urban hens integrate successfully in the city

Compare Facts

Misconceptions

That Backyard hens inherently smell, are noisy, diseased, 
pest-attracting nuisances. In 2010 Kingston Urban 
Agriculture contacted staff from 15 municipalities that allow 
urban hens in Canada and the USA, and all report low bylaw 
enforcement complaint rates: average of 15 complaints 
per year per 100,000 residents. 

By comparison, there were 447 dog related complaints 
in Kingston in the previous year. Their opinion was that, 
“like any pets”, hens require time, energy and care.

They’re cutting off chicken heads!
People from Newmarket (and everywhere) buy live animals 
every weekend and render them at home. They render fresh 
fish, rabbits, partridge, pheasants, geese, ducks and chickens. 

Traditional food preparation is widely practiced and goes 
unnoticed. Home preparation has lower bacteria counts 
than factory production. Some like store bought, others still 
practice tradition. You likely know someone who does this.

“No Backyard Slaughter” is a recommendation to encourage 
ongoing discrete preparation.



About Backyard Hens

A safe family eco-pet that provides high grade nutrition 

If only dogs could lay eggs.

Facts About Hens
The upsides are factual, the downsides speculative.

•	 They give you fresh, “super” nutritious eggs! No antibiotics, no hormones. 
•	 Hens reduce green waste. A hen can consume up to 9 pounds of it every month.
•	 Hens don’t bark at night and you don’t have to walk them.
•	 Hens are fine over the winter in the coop. They just need cover from weather.
•	 3 hens can’t compete with the volume of an average a dog bark. 
•	 Hens go to bed on their own at night, they don’t have to be corralled.
•	 From dusk to dawn, hens don’t move or make a peep.
•	 No dating. Roosters are not needed for hens to lay eggs, so roosters in the city aren’t allowed.  
•	 Hens keep themselves very clean,  they love to preen themselves often.
•	 Hens are pest control, they love to gobble up summer insects. They’re omnivores.
•	 During the day, hens love to scratch and forage. Instinctively, they don’t want to attract 

attention. Your neighbors won’t be bothered and likely won’t even know they’re there.
•	 More fun to watch then cable. Fantastic learning experience and healthy eggs for kids.
•	 Landlords with multi-tenant units determine how yard is used as with any pets. Regardless of 

how many tenants, the limit is still 3 hens per lot.
•	 Does lot size matter? As long as the coop and enclosure is 3m away from doors and windows 

of dwellings. The coop is only about the size of a doghouse with and enclosure around it. 

Complaint rates are lower compared to any other pets in the city. 

Hen owners are just like dog owners. 
Pets need care and attention. Keep things neat and tidy and it works.



* 

What other municipalities are doing that allow hens

Best Practice Research
The following recommendations are based on reviews of several current bylaws in Canadian 
municipalities with samplings from Ontario. There were noted patterns of the same requirements. 
Below is a compilation for a responsible framework for the Town of Newmarket.

“Best Practice” Bylaw Recommendations :
  Based on current municipal bylaws in Canada and some Ontario cities.

•	 A maximum of *3 hens (no roosters) per lot is allowed. 
•	 Eggs, meat, and manure cannot be used for commercial purposes.
•	 A minimum enclosure size of 10 square feet per hen. The enclosure has netting or wire on top. 

Hens have access to the ground and shade within the enclosure.
•	 Coop and enclosure will be minimum of 3 metres distance from any windows or doors of 

dwellings.
•	 Coop and enclosure is never attached to a shared fence.
•	 Hens are secured inside a vented coop from sunset to sunrise.
•	 15cm perch for each hen and one nest box.
•	 Feed dish is kept in the coop at night.
•	 Proper end of life disposal, backyard slaughtering is not allowed.
•	 The enclosure, coop, feed and water are maintained and kept clean at all times. 
•	 Manure is removed or composted in a timely manner.

Most cities that permit hens allow 4 or 5, some up to 8 hens per lot.  Suggesting 3 hens per lot is conservative.

Newmarket Bylaw 2008-61, section 9, 9.1
Suggest update “Galliforms” to “Galliforms, except egg laying chickens up to 3 per lot”

The Town of Newmarket would make available on it’s website :

a) Basic Backyard Hen Care Guide and General Information.
b) Humane considerations for backyard hens.
c) Hen Resources - Links for other web sites about caring for backyard hens.

a), b) and c) will be a compilation of information and resources from other 
municipalities and online resources that promote best practices for backyard hen care.



Raising backyard hens is just as safe as raising dogs

Families that raise backyard 
hens aren’t risk takers. 
With good care, it’s safe.

Summary

Hens are no more likely to be a nuisance or become diseased than other pets in the community. 
It’s been monitored, researched and proven by cities across Canada and United States. The low 
rate of complaints compared to other pets supports that egg laying hens integrate into any city 
without compromise to community health, safety and welfare.

Bylaws supporting small numbers of hens with no roosters works. 

2007 Mother Earth News Egg Testing Project 
The results for naturally raised hens’ eggs compared to factory produced is impressive

•	 1/3 less cholesterol
•	 1/4 less saturated fat
•	 2/3 more vitamin A
•	 2 times more omega- 3 fatty acids
•	 3 times more vitamin E
•	 7 times more beta carotene
•	 Hormone and antibiotic free

Except for vitamin C, backyard eggs contain all the nutrition required to sustain life. Don’t deny that segment of 
the community an extraordinary food choice based on “what ifs”. There’s too much factual upside that supports 
the relative safety and unaffected community welfare reported everywhere else.

People in our community are waiting for the prohibition to lifted so they can get the family health benefits of 
these remarkable and practical eco-pets. 

Now that you know more about backyard hens, you can make a better 

decision on your position.  

Some cities that allow 
backyard hens: 

Niagara, Guelph, Kingston, 
Brampton, Vancouver, 
Saanich, Victoria, LasVegas, 
New York City, Chicago.



The trend isn’t new. It’s been happening for years.

It’s time.

Current practices in cities support that backyard hens are 
safe as pets and an outstanding source of high quality food 
for families. With care like any pet.

It’s about basic food rights being restored.

Newmarket
Backyard Hens Report 1
 Research and information on community impact of backyard hens March 2013

Sources include :
•	 Town of Newmarket bylaws
•	 Town of Aurora bylaw enforcement
•	 Newmarket Environmental Advisory Committee (expressed and addressed concerns)
•	 Bylaws of various Canadian Municipalities, including Ontario that allow backyard hens
•	 Bylaws of some United States Municipalities that allow backyard hens
•	 Kingston Urban Agriculture poll of Canadian and US cities complaint rates
•	 Local and area livestock sellers, egg producers, backyard hen owners
•	 Newmarket residents opinions and experiences with backyard hens
•	 Ontario SPCA, Newmarket
•	 1974, the British Journal of Nutrition
•	 1988, Artemis Simopoulos, co-author of The Omega Diet
•	 1998, study in Animal Feed Science and Technology
•	 1999, study by Barb Gorski at Pennsylvania State University
•	 2003, Heather Karsten at Pennsylvania State University
•	 2007, study Mother Earth News
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